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Shilpa Shetty Kundra, Sajid Khan Terrence Lewis At the lauch of Nach Baliye 5, Nothing can
ever match up to the original! The show that first brought glitz, glamour and scale to dance on
Indian TV is back. India’s biggest celebrity dance show - Nach Baliye comes back with a brand
new season and a brand new promise, all set to wow audiences on weekends.

With 11 sensational celebrity jodis, glamorous new judges and new hosts, Vaseline Presents
Nach Baliye Season 5 will air every Saturday at 9 pm from 29th December only on STAR Plus.

The three judges this year are Bollywood’s favourite dancer, Shilpa Shetty Kundra; blockbuster
director & actor, Sajid Khan and celebrity choreographer Terrence Lewis. The show will be
hosted by TV heartthrobs Karan Wahi and Gautam Rode.

At the centre of all the excitement are the 11 celebrity couples! While Nach Baliye 5 is about
dance, it is also about the beautiful chemistry and banter shared by the couples – and winning
Jodi will be one that can mesmerize the audience with their moves as well as sizzle with their
chemistry on stage. Nach Baliye 5 will be a platform of equals where the two partners will
showcase the power of their bond. The essence of the show is that when a husband and wife
join hands to forge a partnership of equals, then the power of the duo becomes unbeatable.

All year, these celebrities are seen romancing other co-stars on television, but for the first time
they will be seen with their real-life partners in this sizzling dance show. The show will give them
a chance to spend a lot of time with each other – and in a whole new environment – which will
throw up many challenging situations. The show will also be a true test of their bond where
working together is essential to get the dance moves right. Eventually it will be the chemistry
and compatibility between the couple that will make them win or lose the competition.
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Nachiket Pantvaidya, General Manager, STAR Plus says, “STAR Plus has been a pioneer in
introducing innovative non-fiction formats on Indian Television. Nach Baliye, as a property, has
always been very popular with the viewers and we are confident that its return on a exciting and
bigger scale will be something they will really enjoy. Weekends are all set to get more
entertaining with the return of Nach Baliye.”

Who will impress, who will be eliminated, who will fight, who will breakdown and who will survive
the challenge - that is Nach Baliye 5? Here are this year’s 11 special jodis. Who will you
support?
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